Parkinson's Law Prevails

Congressman Francis P. Boland provides evidence of the Parkinson's Law, stating that the work being done is greater than the work that was being done.

Voluntary Political Dues

A voluntary political dues plan whereby only those who expressed interest in a candidate's program would pay into a fund earmarked for that candidate's campaign was proposed in Washington.

Home Concert

This entire area is proudly of its own, and the women's orchestra in the United States is the only orchestra with a tradition of performing for the public.

For Permanence

The Campbell Island estate of the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt in Canada's New Brunswick Province gives rise to a political debate, as the government for public use, how can the IRS bars put in private hands?

We Know Him

George A. Bremner retires in June after serving 13 years as President of Kansas State University. Bremner made a memorable impression on campus, where he will be remembered as a man of原则 and integrity.

What We Know About Birmingham

In the middle of the war, on Jan 3, 1965 - President Lincoln issued his emancipation proclamation freeing the slaves. And on April 30, 1865, after Lincoln's death, the 13th amendment abolished slavery.

The Leavings in Our Politics

Editor Plain Dealer: It is not a question of whether an Administration should have an opinion on the subject. The question is whether an Administration should be allowed to express its opinion on the subject.

Readers SAY:

U.N. Control of U.S. No Ice Dream
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